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Sequence alignment is traditionally the first step in DNA and protein sequence analysis. With the
amount of sequence data that are now available, however, pairwise or multiple alignment has become
too slow in many applications. Therefore, alignment-free methods are increasingly used for genome
comparison and phylogeny reconstruction, and the development of such methods has become a very
active area of bioinformatics [Vin14]. While alignment-free methods are generally less accurate than
alignment-based approaches, they are much faster since they run in linear time. Most alignment-free
algorithms work by comparing the word composition of sequences. Sequences are represented by wordfrequency vectors, and standard distance measures on vector spaces can be applied to calculate a pairwise
distance matrix for a set of input sequences [HRR06, CHL+ 09, VCF+ 12, SJWK09]. Phylogenetic trees
can then be calculated from these distance matrices with the usual distance-based methods for phylogeny
reconstruction. A certain drawback of these word-based methods is the fact that word occurrences at
adjacent sequence positions are far from independent.
Database search programs such as BLAST [AGM+ 90] originally used word matches of a fixed length k
as seeds to search for local homologies. Here, the seed length k is a trade-off between sensitivity and
speed. It has been shown that the sensitivity and speed of these programs can be substantially improved
if spaced seeds – i.e. word matches with possible mismatches at certain pre-defined mismatch positions
– are used instead of contiguous word matches as used in the original version of BLAST [MTL02].
Considerable efforts have been made since then, to find suitable patterns for this spaced-seed approach,
see e.g. [BBV04, KNR06, Bro08, IIB11].
Inspired by these approaches, we previously proposed to use spaced words for alignment-free sequence
comparison, i.e. words containing wildcard characters at fixed positions, according to an underlying
pattern P of match and don’t care positions [BSH+ 13]. The first version of our approach used one single
pattern P : for a given set of input DNA or protein sequences and a pattern P , we calculated pairwise
distances based on the spaced-word frequency vectors of the sequences with respect to P . A certain
draw-back of this original single-pattern approach was the necessity to select one specific pattern P of
match and don’t care positions, since the results of this method strongly depend on the selected pattern.
In a subsequent paper [LBH+ 14], we used a hashing algorithm to compare the spaced-word composition
of sequences that was much more efficient than the tree-based algorithm that we used in the previous
implementation. This way, we were able to extend our approach to using sets P = {P1 , . . . , Pm } of
randomly generated patterns Pi of a fixed length and number of match positions, instead of a single
pattern P . (Multiple patterns of match and don’t care positions have also been proposed to generate
spaced seeds for database searching [LMKT03].) In this multiple-pattern version of our approach, spacedword frequencies are then calculated and compared with respect to all patterns in the set P; we define
the distance between two sequences as the average distance over all distance values obtained with the
individual patterns Pi ∈ P that are calculated as in our previous single-pattern approach.
As in our previous paper, we evaluated this multiple-pattern approach by applying it to phylogeny
analysis. We tested two different approaches to calculate pairwise distances between the input sequences
based on their (multiple) spaced-word-frequencies, namely the Euclidean distance and the JensenShannon distance [Lin91]. The resulting distance matrices were used as input for Neighbour Joining
[SN87] to generate trees, and we compared the resulting tree topologies to trusted reference topologies
using the Robinson-Foulds distance [RF81]. As benchmark data sets, we used simulated and real-world

DNA and protein sequences.
In our first paper, we had shown that the single-pattern version of our spaced-words leads to slightly
better trees than the same approach used with contiguous words [BSH+ 13]. In [LBH+ 14], we could
show that our new multiple-pattern approach produces much better phylogenies than the previously
implemented single-pattern approach and is also superior to established alignment-free methods that
are based on contiguous words. On some data sets, the quality of our results was even comparable to
trees that were obtained with traditional alignment-based approaches.
Also, we showed empirically that distance values calculated with our multiple-pattern program are
statistically more stable than distances based on the previous single-pattern approach which were,
again, more stable than distances based on the frequencies of contiguous words. In a more recent paper
[MZHL15], we studied the statistical behaviour of our spaced-word-based distance functions in detail
and showed analytically why spaced-word-based distances are statistically more stable than distances
calculated from contiguous words and why, in turn, the new multiple-pattern version of spaced words is
more stable than the previous single-pattern approach.
Our software is freely available as source code. In addition, we provide a user-friendly WWW interface that is described in [HLB+ 14]. Source code and WWW interface are available through Göttingen
Bioinformatics Compute Server (GOBICS) at

http://spaced.gobics.de/
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